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1. Final Gambit 

Jennifer Lynn Barnes 

 

2. Good Girl’s Guide to 

Murder 

Holly Jackson 

 

3. Nothing More to Tell 

Karen M. McManus 

 

4. Inheritance Games 

Jennifer Lynn Barnes 

 

5. One Of Us is Lying 

Karen M. McManus 

 

6. Killjoy 

Holly Jackson 

 

7.  Good Girl Bad Blood 

Holly Jackson 

 

8. Ballad of Never After 

Stephanie Garber 

 

9. First to Die at the 

End 

Adam Silvera 

 

10. Dance of Thieves 

Mary E. Pearson 

Strike the Zither 
Joan He   ISBN 9781911231417   Paperback   $   24.99  
The year is 414 of the Xin Dynasty and chaos abounds. A puppet empress is on the throne.  
The realm has fractured and three warlordesses each hope to claim the continent for herself. 
But Zephyr knows it's no contest. 
Orphaned at a young age, Zephyr took control of her fate by becoming the best strategist in the 
land. Now she serves under the most honourable lordess, the last one still loyal to the empress. 
But honour is double-edged in a war where one must betray or be betrayed, and it's up to Zephyr 
to infiltrate a rival camp when their survival hinges on it. There is more than one enemy, however 
- and not all of them are human. Can Zephyr finally overcome her fate as written by the gods? 
Strike the Zither is a brilliant, action-packed YA/crossover fantasy about found family, rivals and 
identity, in which Joan He reimagines Three Kingdoms, a classic from Chinese literature, with 
new female agency.  
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Princess of Souls 
Alexndra Christo    
ISBN 9781471411991   Paperback   $  19.99 
For sixteen years, Selestra has been trapped in her tower on the 
Floating Mountain, preparing to take her mother's place as the King's 
Witch, who foretells deaths in the Festival of Predictions. Outrunning 
your fate earns a wish and the chance to steal the King's immortality. 
But die and your soul is forfeit. And though thousands have tried, 
nobody has ever beaten death. A soldier in the King's army, Nox is an 
unlikely candidate for the Festival, but, driven by revenge, he is 
determined to steal the King's immortality and kill the entirety of his 
court, starting with Selestra. Yet when Selestra touches Nox in her 
very first prediction, their fates become entwined, and death seeks to 
take both their souls. Only by working together can they survive long 
enough to escape the dark fate and the immortal King that now hunts 
them. A feast of storytelling, featuring breathtaking journeys, nail-
biting battles and powerful magic. A brand-new fantasy adventure 
about a young witch groomed to steal souls for an immortal king and 
the reckless, rebellious boy to whom her fate is tied.  

Whispering Dark  
Kelly Andrew   ISBN 9781473234857   Paperback   $   22.99  
Delaney Meyers-Petrov is tired of being seen as fragile just because she's Deaf.  
So, when she's accepted into a prestigious program at Godbole University that trains students to 
slip between parallel worlds, she's excited for the chance to prove herself. But her semester gets 
off to a rocky start when she has an awkward encounter with a pretentious upperclassman, 
Colton Price, whom she has every intention of keeping her distance from.  
Colton has been ordered to keep far away from the new girl, and the voices that call to her from 
the shadows. But the pull of her proves impossible to ignore, and he can't help but be fascinated 
by her unusual talents.  
After a fellow student turns up dead, she and Colton are forced to form a tenuous alliance, 
plummeting down a rabbit hole of deeply buried university secrets. They soon find themselves up 
against something old and nameless, an enemy that threatens to tear them - and their forbidden 
partnership - apart. 
The Ninth House meets The Atlas Six in the enemies-to-lovers dark academia debut. 

Bloodmarked Bk 2 Legendborn Cycle  
Tracy Deonn   ISBN 9781398516779   Paperback   $   19.99  
The shadows have risen, and the line is law. 
All Bree wanted was to uncover the truth behind her mother’s death. So she 
infiltrated the Legendborn Order, a secret society descended from King Arthur’s knights – only to 
discover her own ancestral power. Now, Bree has become someone new: A Medium. A 
Bloodcrafter. A Scion. 
But the ancient war between demons and the Order is rising to a deadly peak. And Nick, the 
Legendborn boy Bree fell in love with, has been kidnapped. When the Regents reveal they will do 
whatever it takes to hide the war, Bree and her friends must go on the run to rescue Nick 
themselves. But enemies are everywhere, Bree’s own powers are unpredictable and dangerous, 
and she can’t escape her growing attraction to Selwyn, the mage sworn to protect Nick until 
death. If Bree has any hope of saving herself and the people she loves, she must learn to control 
her powers from the ancestors who wielded them first – without losing herself in the process. 
The powerful sequel to the instant New York Times bestselling and award-winning Legendborn. 
Perfect for fans of Cassandra Clare, Leigh Bardugo, Sarah J. Maas and Cinderella is Dead. 

 Anticipated 
Release 

FANTASY 

Review:  
With fantastic 

descriptions made even 
better by spectacularly 

written characters, 
Princess of Souls is an 

exciting take on the 
enemies-to-lovers 

trope. A thrilling plot 
from beginning to end 

that fully immerses you 
into the world of 

destiny, magic and 
revenge. This book is 

definitely a hard one to 
put down. 

Abbey - Student Reviewer,  
John Monash College 
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When All the Girls are Sleeping 
Emily Arsenault    
ISBN 9780593180822   Paperback   $   19.99 
Windham-Farnswood Academy is beautiful, prestigious, historic - the perfect place for girls to prep for college. But every student knows all is 
not as it seems. Each January, the Winter Girl comes knocking. She's the spirit who haunts the old senior dorm, and this year is no 
exception.  
For Haley, the timing couldn't be worse. This month marks the one-year anniversary of the death of her ex-best friend, Taylor.  
When a disturbing video of Taylor surfaces, new questions about her death emerge. And it actually looks like Taylor was murdered. 
Now, as Haley digs into what really happened last year, her search keeps bringing her back to the Winter Girl. Haley wants to believe ghosts 
aren't real, but the clues - and the dark school history she begins to undercover - say otherwise. Now it's up to her to solve the mystery before 
history has a chance to repeat itself and another life is taken. 
For fans of People Like Us and The Cheerleaders comes an all new psychological suspense novel about one girl's investigation into her 
friend's sudden death and the unsettling possibility that a killer is still on the loose.  

Ones We Burn 
Rebecca Mix  
ISBN 9781399706223   Paperback   $   22.99 
I am the monster. I am the shield. I am the knife in the dark.   
Ranka is tired of death. All she wants now is to be left alone, 
living out her days in Witchik's wild north with the coven that 
raised her, attempting to forget the horrors of her past.  
But when she is named Bloodwinn, the next treaty bride to 
the human kingdom of Isodal, her coven sends her south with 
a single directive: kill him. Easy enough, for a blood-witch 
whose magic compels her to kill.  
Except the prince is gentle, kind, and terrified of her. He doesn't want to 
marry Ranka; he doesn't want to be king at all. And it's his sister - the 
wickedly smart, infuriatingly beautiful Princess Aramis - who seems to be real 
threat.  
But when witches start turning up dead, murdered by a mysterious, magical 
plague, Aramis makes Ranka an offer: help her develop a cure, and in 
return, she'll teach Ranka to contain her deadly magic. But as the coup 
draws nearer and the plague spreads, Ranka is forced to question everything 
she thought she knew about her power, her past, and who she's meant to 
fight for.  
Soon, she will have choose between the coven that raised her - and the 
princess who sees beyond the monster they shaped her to be. But as the 
bodies pile up, a monster may be exactly what they need.  

THRILLER 
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You Can Trust Me 
Gina Blaxhill   ISBN 9780702312106   Paperback   $   19.99 
Tragedy hits a teenage New Year's Party...  
When Alana's best friend is found drowned in a pool, the forensic reports discover date-rape drug GHB in her blood. GHB from a 
drink Alana knows was meant for her. Despite the swirling rumours, the suspected group of boys seem untouchable.  
To investigate, Alana allows herself to be pulled into their glittering orbit. But among shifting alliances, changing alibis and buried secrets, can 
she pinpoint which of the boys is responsible before she becomes their next target?  
Perfect for fans of Holly Jackson, Karen McManus and Chelsea Pitcher, a bold feminist read with a pacy thriller plot that YA fans will love. 
Carnegie-nominated author Gina Blaxill looks head-on at privilege, bias and sexual assault in a way that will resonate with young adults 
today.  

 Sexual 
Assault 

Cruel Illusions 
Margie Fuston 
ISBN 9781399711357   Paperback   $   22.99  
Ever since a vampire murdered her mother, Ava has been 
determined to get revenge. This all-encompassing drive has 
given her the fuel she needed to survive foster home after 
foster home. But it's been ten years since anyone's seen a 
vampire, and Ava has lost hope that she'll ever find one… 
until she stumbles across a hidden magic show where she 
witnesses impossible illusions. The magicians may not be 
the bloodsuckers she's hunting, but Ava is convinced 
something supernatural is at play, so she sneaks backstage and catches 
them in acts they can't explain. But they've been waiting for her. The 
magicians reveal they're part of an ancient secret society with true magic, 
and Ava has the same power in her blood that they do. If she joins them, 
they promise to teach her the skills she needs to hunt vampires and avenge 
her mother. But there's a catch: if she wants to keep the power they offer, 
she needs to prove she's worthy of it. And to do so, she must put on the 
performance of her life in a sinister and dangerous competition where illusion 
and reality blur, and the stakes are deadly. 
Stephanie Garber Caraval meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer in this deliciously 
dark young adult fantasy about a girl who makes a deal with a magical secret 
society to enter a potentially deadly competition for the chance to avenge her 
mother's death.  

Friends Like These 
Jennifer Lynn Alvarez  
ISBN 9781534484979   Paperback   $   19.99 
Tegan Sheffield's annual end-of-summer beach party is the 
only way to start their senior year. At least that's what Jake 
Healy tells his girlfriend Jessica Sanchez. 
But when a video prank from the party goes viral and a 
body is discovered at the beach, Jake and Jessica find 
themselves at the centre of a national media storm and a 
police investigation. 
It's a race to uncover the truth before the killer strikes again. 
Twisted secrets that will have readers guessing with every flip of the page. 
Perfect for fans of Gone Girl and Karen M. McManus.  

Good Girls Die First 
Kathryn Foxfield  
ISBN 9781761293566   Paperback   $   19.99  
Mind games. Murder. Mayhem. How far would you go to 
survive the night?  
Blackmail lures sixteen-year-old Ava to the derelict carnival 
on Portgrave Pier. She is one of ten teenagers, all with 
secrets they intend to protect whatever the cost. When fog 
and magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut 
off from the real world and from their morals.  
As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face 
up to the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she's willing 
to go to survive.  

Cursed Bk 2 Gilded 
Marissa Meyer  
ISBN 9781922458926   Paperback   $   24.99 
Serilda and Gild attempt to break the curses that tether their 
spirits to Adalheid's haunted castle before the Endless Moon, 
when the Erlking means to capture one of the seven gods 
and make a wish to return his lover, Perchta, from the 
underworld.  
But he doesn't want just one god - he wants to capture all 
seven, and force them to bring down the veil that keeps the 
Dark Ones separate from the land of the mortals. Serilda and Gild must try to 
thwart his plans, all while solving the mystery of Gild's forgotten name, 
freeing his younger sister who is trapped inside Gravenstone Castle, and 
trying to protect their unborn child. 
Romance, adventure, and Serilda's journey to finding her power as a 
woman, a mother, and a partner make this a retelling of Rumplestiltskin that 
Meyer fans - old and new - will treasure.  

Atlas Paradox Bk 2 Atlas 
Olivie Blake  
ISBN 9781529095319   Paperback   $   34.99 
Inside the Alexandrian Society alliances will be tested, hearts 
will be broken and all must pick a side. Six magicians were 
offered the opportunity of a lifetime. Five are now members of 
the Society. And two paths lie before them.  
In this thrilling next instalment, the secret society of 
Alexandrians is unmasked. Its newest recruits realize the 
institute is capable of raw, world-changing power. It’s also 
headed by a man with plans to change life as we know it – and these are 
already under way. But the cost of this knowledge is as high as the price of 
power, and each initiate must choose which faction to follow. Yet as events 
gather momentum and dangers multiply, which of their alliances will hold? 
Can friendships hold true and are enemies quite what they seem?  
Discover The Atlas Paradox, the electric dark academia sequel to viral 
sensation The Atlas Six. 
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Gleanings Stories from Arc of a Scythe Series  
Neal Shusterman 
ISBN 9781529509540   Paperback   $ 19.99 
Storylines continue. Origin stories are revealed. And new 
Scythes emerge... There are still countless tales of the 
Scythedom to tell. Centuries passed between the 
Thunderhead cradling humanity and Scythe Goddard trying 
to turn it upside down. For years humans lived in a world 
without hunger, disease, or death with Scythes as the living 
instruments of population control. 
Neal Shusterman – along with collaborators David Yoon, 
Jarrod Shusterman, Sofía Lapuente, Michael H. Payne, Michelle 
Knowlden, and Joelle Shusterman – returns to the world throughout the 
timeline of the Arc of a Scythe series. Discover secrets and histories of 
characters you’ve followed for three volumes and meet new heroes, new 
foes, and some figures in between. 
Gleanings shows just how expansive, terrifying, and thrilling the world 
that began with Scythe truly is.  
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Miss Peregrine’s Museum of Wonders  
Ransom Riggs 
ISBN 9780241610657   Paperback   $ 29.99 
A gloriously rich and utterly delightful handbook perfect for 
longtime fans and new readers alike, covering everything 
from how to blend in with suspicious normals to the most 
popular time loops to visit as a temporal tourist. This 
essential volume is the ideal primer for anyone curious 
about the world of Miss Peregrine - an overview of its 
strange history, curious practices, fascinating places, the 
most famous (and infamous) members of its peculiar 
families, and much more. 
Written in Miss Peregrine's inimitable style, it's also a dramatic expansion of 
the universe fans have already come to love, introducing countless new 
peculiars, enemies, time loops, stories, and secrets, in addition to hundreds 
of never-before-seen vintage found photographs and select illustrations. 
A deluxe companion guide to the bestselling Miss Peregrine's Peculiar 
Children series, written by Miss Peregrine herself.  

DYSTOPIAN 

Idol, Burning 
Rin Usami 
ISBN 9781838856120   Paperback   $ 27.99 
'My oshi was on fire. Word was he'd punched a fan' 
High school student Akari has only one passion in her life: 
her oshi, her idol. His name is Masaki Ueno, best known as 
one fifth of Japanese boyband Maza Maza. 
Akari's devotion to her oshi consumes her days completely. 
She keeps a blog entirely devoted to him, piously 
chronicling and analysing all his events. He is the spine of 
her life, she cannot survive without him. When Masaki is 
rumoured to have assaulted a female fan, facing waves of 
social media backlash, Akari's world falls apart. 
Offering a vivid insight into otaku culture and adolescence, 
Idol, Burning is a brilliantly gripping story of obsession, coming-of-age and 
the addictive, relentless nature of fandom culture. 
A bestselling and award-winning Japanese phenomenon with 500, 000 
copies sold. 

 
Secondary 

Older 

Review: 
If You Could See the Sun features a girl 

struggling to pay her school fees who 
suddenly starts to turn invisible.  

Trouble ensues!  
I found the plot perfect - the fantasy, romance, 

and reality plotlines were beautifully 
intertwined and made for a refreshing read. 

The main character, Alice, is easily one of the 
best protagonists in YA fiction currently and 
her relationships with other characters are 

funny and heart-warming.  
Overall, this book is a must-read. It has ignited 

my passion for reading again!”  

Alex - Student Reviewer, Loreto Mandeville Hall 

 First Time 
Reviewer 

If You Could See the Sun 
Ann Liang   ISBN 9781867265313   Paperback   $ 19.99 
No secret is safe. 
Alice Sun has always felt invisible at her elite Beijing international boarding school, 
where she’s the only scholarship student in a sea of uber-wealthy classmates. But she 
has a plan: be top in the class, attend a prestigious university, secure a killer job, and 
finally lift her family out of poverty. 
Then her parents drop a bomb - they can no longer afford her tuition, even with the 
scholarship. But that’s the least of Alice’s problems, because she has started 
uncontrollably turning invisible. As in completely, physically invisible. 
Alice realises there’s an upside to her strange new power - unparalleled access to the 
secrets of China’s most rich and influential teens. Soon, Alice has a new plan: offer her 
invisibility services to find out what her classmates want to know - for a price. 
But between balancing schoolwork, a growing relationship with academic-rival-turned-
business-partner Henry, and stealing secrets, things start to fall through the cracks. As 
the tasks escalate from petty scandals to actual crimes, Alice must decide if helping her 
family is worth losing her conscience - or even her life. 

FICTION 

Catch up on the Arc of a Scythe Series  
Scythe Bk 1   ISBN 9781406379242    Paperback   $   19.99 
In a world where disease, war and crime have been eliminated, 
the only way to die is to be randomly killed ("gleaned") by 
professional scythes. Citra and Rowan have been selected to be 
scythes' apprentices, and despite wanting nothing to do with the 
vocation, they must master the art of taking life, knowing that the 
consequence of failure could mean losing their own. 
Don’t miss a new Collector’s Edition released in November, 
featuring a sleek handover design and new Author’s Note! 
ISBN 9781529512434   Hardback   $   29.99 

 

Thunderhead Bk 2  
ISBN 9781406379532    Paperback   $   19.99 
Toll Bk 3 
ISBN 9781406385670    Paperback   $   19.99 
“I’ve never read anything like this! A masterpiece in 
storytelling.”  - Zoe, Dymocks Melbourne Staff  

For All Time  
Shanna Miles 
ISBN 9781534485983   Paperback   $ 19.99 
Tamar is a musician, a warrior, a survivor.  
Fayard? He’s a pioneer, a hustler, a hopeless romantic. 
Together, Tamar and Fayard have lived a thousand lives, 
seen the world build itself up from nothing only to tear itself 
down again in civil war. They’ve even watched humanity 
take to the stars.  
But in each life one thing remains the same: their love and 
their fight to be together. One love story after another.  
Their only concern is they never get to see how their story ends.  
Until now. 
When they finally discover what it will take to break the cycle, will they be 
able to make the sacrifice? 
The Sun Is Also a Star meets Outlander in this “unforgettable and artfully 
crafted romance” (Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of 
Dumplin’) about two teens who relive their tragic love story over and over 
until they uncover what they must do to change their fate.  

This Is How We Fly 
Anna Meriano 
ISBN 9780593116890   Paperback   $ 19.99 
17-year-old Ellen Lopez-Rourke has one muggy Houston 
summer left before college. She plans to spend every last 
moment with her two best friends before they go off to the 
opposite ends of Texas for school. But when Ellen is 
grounded for the entire summer, all her plans are thrown 
out the window.  
Determined to do something with her time, Ellen convinces 
her parents to let her join the local muggle Quidditch team. 
An all-gender, full-contact game, Quidditch isn't quite what Ellen expects. 
Suddenly Ellen is thrown into the very different world of sports - her life is all 
practices, training, and running with a group of Harry Potter fans.  
Even as Melissa pulls away to pursue new relationships and their other BFF 
Xiumiao seems more interested in moving on from high school, Ellen is 
steadily finding a place among her teammates.  
But with her home life and friend troubles quickly spinning out of control - 
Ellen must fight for the future that she wants, now she's playing for keeps. 
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One More Mountain A Parvana Story 
Deborah Ellis  
ISBN 9781761068133   Paperback   $   16.99  
In Kabul, 15-year-old Damsa runs away to avoid being 
forced into marriage by her family. She is helped by 
Shauzia who takes her to her friend Parvana's Green 
Valley school. It has been twenty years since Parvana and 
Shauzia had to disguise themselves as boys to support 
their families. And when the Taliban were defeated in 2001, 
they began to rebuild their lives. But everything changed in 
2021 when the Taliban rose to power again and the 
restrictions they imposed had a devastating impact on women and girls and 
their hard-won freedoms. With little warning, Kabul airport is shut down and 
danger is everywhere. And when the Taliban come to Green Valley, Parvana 
and Shauzia's community face new dangers from an old enemy as 
Afghanistan is once again under siege. 

Somewhere Only We Know 
Maurene Goo  
ISBN 9781444969818   Paperback   $ 19.99 
10:00 p.m: Lucky is the biggest K-pop star on the scene, 
and she's just performed her hit song "Heartbeat" in Hong 
Kong to thousands of adoring fans. She's about to debut on 
The Tonight Show in America, hopefully a breakout 
performance for her career. But right now? She's in her 
fancy hotel, trying to fall asleep but dying for a hamburger. 
11:00 p.m: Jack is sneaking into a fancy hotel, on 
assignment for his tabloid job that he keeps secret from his 
parents. On his way out of the hotel, he runs into a girl wearing slippers, a girl 
who is single-mindedly determined to find a hamburger. She looks kind of 
familiar. She's very cute. He's maybe curious.  
12:00 a.m: Nothing will ever be the same.  
With her trademark humour and voice, Maurene Goo delivers a sparkling 
story of taking a chance on love - and finding yourself along the way.  

Way You Make Me Feel 
Maurene Goo  
ISBN 9781444969764   Paperback   $   19.99  
Clara Shin lives for pranks and disruption.  
When she takes one joke too far, her dad sentences her to 
a summer working on his food truck, the Honeycut, 
alongside her uptight classmate Rose Carver.  
Not the carefree summer Clara imagined.  
But maybe Rose isn't so bad.  
Maybe the boy named Hamlet (yes, Hamlet) on the truck 
next door is pretty cute. Maybe Clara's estranged mom 
deserves a second chance.  
What if taking these relationships seriously means leaving her old self 
behind?  
A heart-warming and hilarious story of friendship, romance, and discovering 
that even when life gets serious, it can still be seriously fun from author, 
Maurene Goo.  

Edge of Limits 
S J Gervay  
ISBN 9780648203551   Paperback   $   15.99  
When Sam, 17, treks into the wilderness on the school 
survival camp, he misses his girlfriend Laura with her belly-
button ring. The gruelling physical challenges are hard, 
sometimes hilarious, sometimes cruel as he treks deeper 
into unknown territory forced to confront the underbelly of 
real mateship, sexual consent and the dangers of guys like 
Watts. Ultimately, the camp winds to the final place of 
initiation, to the edge of limits, where Sam must choose 
what he stands for.  This is a journey from the city culture of 
beach parties, girlfriends, sex and consent, to the vast wilds of 
trekking, abseiling, rock climbing, white-water rafting, sweaty days and 
freezing nights.  

Love Radio 
Ebony LaDelle  
ISBN 9781801313452   Paperback   $   19.99  
Prince Jones is passionate about music and romance, 
dishing out relationship advice on his Love Radio show. But 
his own love life is looking kind of quiet… until he meets 
Dani Ford.  
Dani isn't checking for anybody. She's focused on her plan 
to move to New York City to become a famous author, and 
avoiding dealing with what happened at that party a few 
months ago. When the two meet, sparks fly - but Dani's not 
looking to get derailed. So she gives Prince just three dates to convince her 
that he's worth falling for...  
Sometimes the best love story is the one you write yourself. 
Clear your TBR pile for this slick, heart-melting romance for fans of Jenny 
Han and Nicola Yoon.  

Looking for Alibrandi 30th Anniversary Edition 
Melina Marchetta 
ISBN 9781761047206   Hardback   $ 19.99 
Josephine Alibrandi is seventeen and in her final year at a 
wealthy girls' school. This is the year she meets her father, 
the year she falls in love, the year she finds the real truth 
about her family - and the identity she has been searching 
for. The year she sets herself free. Multi-award-winning and 
a bestselling modern classic beloved by so many, Looking 
for Alibrandi will stay with you always.  
A deluxe hardback edition celebrating the 30th anniversary 
of the multi-award-winning and bestselling YA classic beloved 
by so many. Made into an award-winning feature film, and 
recently a highly regarded play, Looking for Alibrandi has become a much-
loved modern classic.  

 Consent 

MANGA 
One Piece Vol. 100 
Eiichiro Oda    
ISBN 9781974732173   Paperback   $   14.99  
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their 
search for the ultimate treasure, One Piece! 
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of 
the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally 
gained the power to stretch like rubber...at the cost of never 
being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in 
search of the One Piece, said to be the greatest treasure in 
the world... 
The big powers converge as Luffy, Law, and Kid face off against Kaido and 
Big Mom. Is there any hope of victory against this ultimate alliance?! 
Onigashima quakes with power as some of the fiercest pirates in the world 
go head-to-head!!  

Jujutsu Kaisen Vol. 17 
Gege Akutami    
ISBN 9781974732333   Paperback   $   14.99  
In a world where cursed spirits feed on unsuspecting 
humans, fragments of the legendary and feared demon 
Ryomen Sukuna have been lost and scattered about. 
Should any demon consume Sukuna’s body parts, the 
power they gain could destroy the world as we know it. 
Fortunately, there exists a mysterious school of jujutsu 
sorcerers who exist to protect the precarious existence of 
the living from the supernatural! 
Hunted down by Okkotsu and on the brink of death, Itadori recalls a troubling 
family scene from his past. But why is the former form of Noritoshi Kamo 
there? As the sorcerers begin to take action toward suppressing the lethal 
culling game, Maki pays the Zen’in clan a visit... 

Bleach Vol. 1 20th Anniversary Edition  
Tite Kubo 
ISBN 9781974735983   Paperback   $   14.99  
Ichigo Kurosaki has always been able to see ghosts, but 
this ability doesn’t change his life nearly as much as his 
close encounter with Rukia Kuchiki, a Soul Reaper and 
member of the mysterious Soul Society. While fighting a 
Hollow, an evil spirit that preys on humans who display 
psychic energy, Rukia attempts to lend Ichigo some of her 
powers so that he can save his family; but much to her 
surprise, Ichigo absorbs every last drop of her energy. Now 
a full-fledged Soul Reaper himself, Ichigo quickly learns that the world he 
inhabits is one full of dangerous spirits and, along with Rukia - who is slowly 
regaining her powers - it’s Ichigo’s job to protect the innocent from Hollows 
and help the spirits themselves find peace.  

Dragon Ball Super Vol. 16 
Akira Toriyama    
ISBN 9781974732111   Paperback   $   14.99  
Ever since Goku became Earth’s greatest hero and 
gathered the seven Dragon Balls to defeat the evil Boo, his 
life on Earth has grown a little dull. But new threats loom 
overhead, and Goku and his friends will have to defend the 
planet once again in this continuation of Dragon Ball!  
Granolah is the last of the Cerealians, a people who were 
all but wiped out by the Saiyans and Freeza’s army many 
years ago. When he learns that the long-lost twin to the 
Dragon Ball that the old Namekian Monaito keeps in their home has been 
found, Granolah steals it and makes a wish that will allow him to start his 
quest for revenge against the Saiyans - to become the strongest being in the 
whole universe!  
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Light We Carry 
Michelle Obama  
ISBN 9780241621240   Hardback   $   39.99 
In The Light We Carry, former First Lady Michelle Obama 
opens a frank and honest dialogue with readers, 
considering the questions many of us wrestle with - How do 
we build enduring and honest relationships? How can we 
discover strength and community inside our differences? 
What do we do when it all starts to feel like too much? 
Michelle Obama believes that we can all lean on a set of 
tools to help us better navigate change and remain steady 
within flux. The Light We Carry offers readers a series of fresh stories and 
insightful reflections on change, challenge, and power, including her belief 
that when we light up for others, we can illuminate the richness and potential 
of the world around us, discovering deeper truths and new pathways for 
progress. With trademark humour, candour, and compassion, she also 
explores issues connected to race, gender, and visibility, encouraging 
readers to work through fear, find strength in community, and live with 
boldness. A rewarding blend of powerful stories and profound advice, The 
Light We Carry will inspire readers to examine their own lives, identify their 
sources of gladness, and connect meaningfully in a turbulent world.  

Two Heads Where Two Neuroscientists Explore How 
Our Brains Work with Other Brains  
Uta Frith, Chris Frith and Alex Frith    
ISBN 9781526601551   Paperback   $   29.99 
Professors and husband-and-wife team Uta and Chris Frith 
have pioneered major studies of brain disorders throughout 
their nearly fifty-year career.  
In Two Heads, their distinguished careers serve as a prism 
through which they share the compelling story of the birth of neuroscience 
and their paradigm-shifting discoveries across areas as wide-ranging as 
autism and schizophrenia research, and new frontiers of social cognition 
including diversity, prejudice, confidence, collaboration and empathy. 
Working with their son Alex Frith and artist Daniel Locke, they examine the 
way that neuroscientific research is now focused on the fact we are a social 
species, whose brains have evolved to work cooperatively. What happens 
when people gather in groups? How do people behave when they're in pairs 
either pitted against each other or working together? Is it better to surround 
yourself with people who are similar to yourself, or different? And, are two 
heads really better than one? Highly original and ingeniously illustrated, Two 
Heads provides an expansive understanding of how our brains work, and 
how they work together.  

Different, Not Less 
Chloé Hayden    
ISBN 9781922616180   Paperback   $   32.99 
Growing up, Chloé Hayden felt like she'd crash-landed on 
an alien planet where nothing made sense. Eye contact? 
Small talk? And why are you people so touch-oriented? 
She moved between 10 schools in 8 years, struggling to 
become a person she believed society would accept, and 
was eventually diagnosed with autism and ADHD. When a 
life-changing group of allies showed her that different did 
not mean less, she learned to celebrate her true voice and 
find her happily ever after. 
This is a moving, at times funny story of how it feels to be 
neurodivergent as well as a practical guide, with advice for living with 
meltdowns and shutdowns, tips for finding supportive communities and much 
more. Whether you're neurodivergent or supporting those who are, Different, 
Not Less will inspire you to create a more inclusive world where everyone 
feels like they belong. An empowering lived-experience guide to celebrating 
and supporting neurodivergence from 24-year-old actor, social media star 
and disability advocate Chloé Hayden. 

 Special 
Price 

Minding Your Mind 
Prof. Ian Hickie and James O’Loghlin    
ISBN 9780143778783   Paperback   $   34.99 
Written with compassion and curiosity, warmth and humour, 
Minding Your Mind is for anyone who wants the best for 
their mental well-being but might not know the best way to 
get there. It's a check-up for everything happening between 
the ears and through the body, flagging the warning signs 
when things get wobbly and offering a pathway to a more 
fulfilling life. The mind is a marvel. It's at the centre of our 
most rewarding experiences. It lets in awe and laughter, 
love and wisdom, and helps us overcome life's great trials. It's 
our greatest asset, but it can also be our greatest adversary, 
allowing in self-doubt, anxious thoughts and depression. It can magnify our 
fears and undermine our best intentions, and lead us into life's darkest 
corners. Based on James O'Loghlin and Professor Ian Hickie's popular 
podcast, Minding Your Mind is an exploration into everything you've ever 
wanted to know about how the mind works, and the thoughts and emotions 
that steer our lives. It also offers practical strategies on how we can 
understand, change and improve our mental health.  

Fever Pitch The Rise of the Premier League 
Paul McCarthy  
ISBN 9781408727188   Paperback   $   34.99 
The Premier League is the most watched sports league in 
the world, broadcast into 188 countries and watched by 3.2 
billion people worldwide. It revolutionised football, 
transforming the beautiful game into a multi-billion-pound 
business and making its biggest stars millionaires. Fever 
Pitch tells the inside story of the formation of the league, 
from the early discussions with Rupert Murdoch about how 
Sky could be at the heart of this new league, to the bitter 
rivalries and radical new managers who changed the face of football forever. 
With insight from football's biggest names, this is the inside track on the 
Premier League as you've never heard it before. From David Beckham to 
Eric Cantona, this book is full of exclusive interviews that give fascinating 
insight into the biggest sports league in the world.  

Body Illustrated 
Bill Bryson  
ISBN 9780857527691   Hardback   $   65.00 
Bill Bryson sets off to explore the human body, how it 
functions and its remarkable ability to heal itself. Full of 
extraordinary facts and astonishing stories The Body - A 
Guide for Occupants is a brilliant, often very funny attempt 
to understand the miracle of our physical and neurological 
make up.  
Now enhanced in this new edition by hundreds of stunning 
photographs and illustrations, Bryson's book about the 
human body, how it functions and its remarkable ability to heal itself, is an 
instant classic.  
'What I learned is that we are infinitely more complex and wondrous and 
often more mysterious, than I had ever suspected. There really is no story 
more amazing than the story of us.' - Bill Bryson  

My Dream Time 
Ash Barty  
ISBN 9781460762820   Hardback   $   49.99  
It's a tennis story. It's a family story. It's a teamwork story. 
It's the story of how I got to where and who I am today. 
This book gives me a chance to look back at every moment 
of the 20 years in between, and to think carefully through 
the highs and lows, the work and the play, the smiles and 
the tears. 
My Dream Time is about finding the path to being the best I 
could be, not just as an athlete but as a person, and to 
consider the way those identities overlap and compete. We all 
have a professional and a personal self. How do you conquer 
nerves and anxiety? How do you deal with defeat, or pain? What drives you 
to succeed – and what happens when you do? The answers tell me so 
much, about bitter disappointments and also dreams realised – from injuries 
and obscurity and self-doubt to winning Wimbledon and ranking number 1 in 
the world. My story is about the power and joy of doing that thing you love 
and seeing where it can take you, about the importance of purpose – and 
perspective – in our lives.  
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Big Love 
Brooke Blurton  
ISBN 9781460761519   Paperback   $   32.99  
As a proud young Noongar-Yamatji woman, Brooke's 
connection to her culture and country is deep, and as an 
openly queer woman, she knows that love is simply love. 
Most of all Brooke knows the importance of family, and the 
uplifting power of unconditional connection. 
But behind the public persona Brooke presents to the world 
is a story of epic proportions and awe-inspiring resilience - 
she had to grow up fast from a very young age, surviving an 
extremely challenging childhood and youth, and overcoming 
the shocking legacy of intergenerational trauma, abuse and 
homelessness.  
She's also had to defy labels and perceptions about who she is, and her 
worth, all her life. 
But through it all, Brooke didn't just survive, she found her voice and thrived, 
and in this raw, heartbreaking, often funny and ultimately life-affirming 
memoir, Brooke lays her journey bare about how she refused to allow the 
past to define her and reclaimed her own identity - and realised the power of 
love, for herself, for her family, and her community.  


